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ABSTRACT
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downward, upward, or horizontally. Business communication also
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to two ways. This paper describes the differences between one-way and
two-way communication systems and presents an exercise which
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verbal directions, one class member describes the-form of a
nonrepresentational line d,rawing. In one case, no feedback is allowed
from other students, who Must render the drawing according to the
directions. In another case, the 'student who describes the drawing
may.be questioned. Data collected indicate that, while two-way
communication, ip which ques#ons are allowed, requires more time, a
far greater degree of accuraqy can be achieved. Class discussion can
also illustrate that levels of frustration and <,:onfidence vary
according to the type of commnnication system used. (KS)
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The purpose of this communication is to present to'you the method

I use in the classroom; to increase student.awaretess of a ONE-WAY vs

a TWO-WAY communication system, to permit the students to experience the-

-problems encountered in ,both systems, to assist students to select the

best system in a particular situation, and to provide the basis for a

mid-term exandnation in communication theory.

The term "communication" can elicit a different mental image in

different people. In order to discuss the communication process we must

use a common definition. I define communication as "a procesS to trans-

fer a mental image from a memory unit into the memory unit of a human

reCeiver through an exchange of Symbols so that the mental image in the

mind of the receiver is identical to the mental image that.the trans-

mitter is E)canning."

We are all aware of the many elements to be considered in the corn-

munication process such as: be correct, be concise, be clear, be complete,

'be concrete, be considerate, be courteous. We also recognize that to

communicate effectively we must:-examine the purpose of each communi-

cation, consider the setting for the communication, examine to the best

of oUr ability the characteristics of our audience,.be mindful of the

overtones as well as the basic content of the message, be sure your

actions support your communication,, follow up yoUr communication by

being a good listener -- try to be understood but also try to understand.

.

It is a daily problem in business to communicate with persons within

the organization as well as-persohs outside the.organization. Communi-

cation within an organization can be ponsidered according to the three

-directions in which communication.flows: downward, upward, and horizontal.
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But business comLuunication also includes exl-ernal aativities. A business

must nurchase raw materials or fiuished products from other sources. It

must sell its own producas,or services to intermediaries or the public.

'It must respond to consumar complaints. It must comply with numerous

regulations-established by all levels of government. It communicates

with other businesses to cope vith common problems through the Cham2per

of Commerce, trade associations or professional. societies. All of these

activities require communication which can be accomplished through a

ONE-WAY communication system or through a TWO-WAY conmunicatiOn system.-

Now let us explore both systems.

Step 1

I use an overhead projector to present a pictorial diagram of a

ONE-WAY communication system.

A ONE-WAY COMMNICATION SYSTEM

TRANSMITTER FLOW RECEIVER

The advantages and.disadvantages of this sy.Stem are discussed.

1. Communical:ion flows only from the communicator to the

receiver.

2. The communicator cannot determine the effectiveness of

the communication.

3. Their6 is a high probability of error.

The communication takes a minimum'of time.

The communication is neat and orderly.

3
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Step 2

The TWO-1.:AY system is pr-: 1)Led in the same. fashion.

A T1O-4.AY COMIt-IUN1CATION SYS TE1.1

TRANSMITTER
FLOW

:.--- RECEIVER

The advantages and disadvantages of this system are discussed-

1. The time element is a factor to be considered.

Requires that bOth communicator and receiver be in the same

place at the same time.

3. Possible interaction is very high.

4..A high degree of accuracy can be obtained.

5. A combination of verbal and nonverbal symbols is possible.

Step 3

I then summarize the activity by stating the conclusions from

experimental research.

1. A ONE-WAY SYSTEM ACCOMPLISHES THE COMMUNICATION IN A SHORTER

PERIOD OF TIME THAN A TWO-WAY SYSTEM.

2. A TWO-WAY SYSTEM PROVIDES A MORE ACCUR/ATE TRANSMISSION THAN

A ONE-44AY SYSTEM.



St.,ep 4

The stuants have heard :about and discussed the two systems but

Dr. John Dev said, "To know is -to have experienced." Therefore, the

next activit: is to have the students replicate the experiment in class.

7--i-hQ students a.re toll to Observe the following factors during the

E:yTer=nt.

ACCURAC-i: lhat was the relative effectivenss of the two systems?

FRUSTRATION:.How much frustration was developed by the two systems?

COMDE:ICE: How much confidence do the systems engender in the

. participants?

Tid: :How do the systems compare in the amount of time

required?

At this time I request a class member to volunteer to start-the

experiment in the ONE7WAY mode If I do not zet a villing respondent

I use.the ARNY method,

The volunteer is given the following drawing:

Reader's #
Writer's #



Each class ma=b2r is given siN S 1/2" x 5 1/2" sheets of paper and is

told to follow the instructions given by the volunteer. The objective

is to cor-plete the diagram being described as accurately as possible.

The ,:olunueer is told:

1..Turn your back to the class and do not make any motions visible

to the-class.

2. StUdy the drawing and tell me when you are ready to begin and

when you have completed the description of the drawing.

3. I will time the presentation with a. stop watch.

The volunteer then proceeds to describe the drawing to the claSs.

After the presentation the class members are shown a transparency of the

same-drawing and are asked to indicate by raising their hand whether their'

drawing is an exact duplicate of the drawing presented on the transparency.

A count of hands is taken and recorded. I use a transparency previously

prepared with headings and columns and I enter the data with a grease pen- .

cil as the students make their presentations.

DATA

STUDENT'NO. ONE-WAY SYSTEM TWO7WAY SYSTEM

TIME NO. CORRECT TIME NO. CORR17CT

101

102

103

104

105

106
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Step 5

The experim,:_nt is continued by the sane-volunteer but using a new

drawing and in the TWO-UAY mode.

The-class members are told to turn over their sheet of'paper and

again follow the instructions of the volunteer. This time, because we

are using the TI.;0-WAY system, they may ask the volunteer questions, talk

to each other, or use any other means they wish in order to complete

their drawing. But, they may not ask the volunteer to show them the

drawing. Your objective is to reproduce the diagram as accurately as

possible, so communicate as much.as necessary to achieve this objective.

The volunteer is c'iven the following drawing:

4

Reader's #
Writer's #

The Volunteer is told:

1. Face the class and use your best speech techniques.

2. You are not permitted to draw the diagram on the black-

board, trace the figure in the air with your fingers, nor--

show the group your'diagram.

3. Tell me when yoU are ready to begin and again when you have

completed the description of the diagram to the satisfaction

of both yourself and the other class members.

4. I will time the presentation with a stop watch.



The volunteer then proceeds to describe the drawing to the class.

After the presentation the class members are shown a transparency of

the same drawing, and asked to irdicate by raising their hand whether

their drdwing is an exact duplicate of the transparency.

A count of hands is ta.ken and recorded.

Steps 4 dnd 5 are repeated by five more volunteers using ten dif-

ferent draings in order to provide data from which we can-determine

whether our results lead to the same conclusions as those of the

original experiment.

Step 6

.The data I gathered during the experiment are presented to the

class.

DATA

S.TUDENT NO. ONEWAY SYSTEM

TIME NO.

101 2 min. 40 sec.

102 4 min. 37 sec,

103 7 min. 36 sec.

104 5 min. 32 sec.

105 4 min. 38 sec.

106 6 min. 28 sec.

TWO-WAY SYSTEM

CORRECT TIME NO. CORRECT

0 10 min. 15 sec. 8

2 17 min. 47 sec.

5 11 min. 37 sec. 30

8 - 14 min., 31 sec. 36

10 13 min. 38 sec. 32

9 16 min, 28 sec. - 35

Source: An actual class of 37 members.
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The class thr: discusses the experiment in-terms of the four actors:

accuracy, frustration, confidence, and time.

The conclusions and summary we developed from this experiment are the

same as those found by the authors of Mnnagement: An Experiential-Approach-
--

Conclusions:

1. TWO-WAY communication is much more accurate.than ONE7WAY,com-

munication.

2. TWO-WAY communication promotes a. much higher feeling of confidence

than ONE-WAY communication. 0

3. TWO-WAY communication has a. lower frustration level, and this

frustration is of-a significantly different kind than that

generated in the ONE-WAY system.

4. The TWO-WAY system takes appreciably longer than the.ONE-WAY

system.

Summary:

In general then it would seem that the ONE-WAY system is better for

a manager if he:

1. is Satisfied with a low accuracy

2.'is not concerned about frustration, confidence, and moreale

problems in/the organization

3. wants to ke/ep the amount of time involved in communicating as

low as pos
/s
ible

4. wants the process to appear peat and orderly'

However, a manager would chOose the TWO-WAY system if he:

L, wishes/a high degree of accuracy

2. is.concerned about having high confidence, low frustration, and

high morale in the organization

3. is nOt concerned about the amount of time the communication

process takes

4. is/willing to pay the Associated costs involved.

If you are/interested in the way'I use this process as a mid7term

examinatiOn "WRITE OR PHONE."

Knudson0Harry R., Woodworth, Robert T., Bell, Cecil Management: An
Ex erien ial Approach, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New york, 1973


